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Setting Expectations for the Budget Process 
The task at hand - What are reasonable expectations for total general fund revenue for next three years?
• General Fund Revenue sources tend to display a portfolio effect within and between years, albeit the larger revenue 

sources do in fact have greater influence on overall revenue collections.
• Smaller individual estimate errors tend to cancel out.
• Variation tends to be in larger tax types.
• Error rates in one year may cancel-out or further exacerbate an error rate in a subsequent year.  This is true for 

individual tax types as well as overall general fund revenue.
• Our collective task is not to predict economic variables (i.e. GDP, unemployment, etc.), but to synthesize that 

information and formulate its incidence on GF revenue via underlying assumptions in our various revenue models.
• These estimates will be used as half the equation for complying with the Constitutional requirement of the 

legislature appropriating and the Governor signing a budget next year.
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Economic Information Always Changing Rapidly

The Good News
◦ Collections have exceeded estimates, wage growth is strong, and employment is up
◦ Consumer spending held up higher than expected during recent forecast period
◦ Have we finally turned a corner on inflation?

The Not So Good News
◦ Inflation has been persistent over the recent forecast period, pressuring the consumer and economy in 

ways not seen in over a generation
◦ Forecasts for the national economy have been recently downgraded
◦ Real risk of recession (if, not when)
◦ The true long-term economic impacts of the last five years are unknown
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General Fund Revenue Collections – Hot, Torrid, Sugar High?
General Fund Collections have experienced an unprecedented surge over the past 2-3 fiscal years, led 
by Income Tax 
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General Fund Revenue Estimates - History
General Fund Collections have experienced a recent surge, with an estimated giveback of one-time-only 
over the upcoming forecast period
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General Fund Revenue Estimates – Not all Revenue is Equal
Real Inflation and economic growth have increased the real (or ongoing) revenue base, while federal 
stimulus efforts provided a one-time-only sugar high that is anticipated to dissipate.
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Specific Considerations by Tax Type

Corporation Income Tax
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Looking Forward
• The flow of Montana information will likely continue to be choppy.

• Employment and unemployment figures likely available next week, and in December, and then not until March. 
Estimated payment shifts could become apparent as soon as December, but possibly not until next October. 

• Refund processing will begin in earnest in mid-February

• April 15th income tax payments due

• Extensions due October, 2023

• Expect revenue collections, and underlying economic conditions, to be more volatile than normal

• Keep considering the implications and appropriate uses of one-time revenue vs. ongoing revenue

• Prepare to continue monitoring economic conditions and their impacts on revenues throughout the session
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Thank you for the opportunity 
to speak with you today!

Our staff is available for questions and discussion
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